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Bom dia Warsaw, 

 

We are thinking about Brazil (and Poland) while a guitar player is performing 

the 1991 Scorpions song The wind of change on Praça do Patriarca, a public square 

in the very centre of São Paulo. For me (Tobi Maier, a German immigrant in Brazil) 

it’s surreal to listen to a song that somehow connects to the fall of the Berlin wall, 

and concocts images of GDR citizens wearing stonewashed jeans jackets 

intoxicated with joy. Memories conflate. 

Contrary to the wealthier areas of the city where the very notion of public 

space has been completely hijacked by the gated-community ideal, the centre of 

São Paulo still features some remaining public areas and squares such as Praça do 

Patriarca, where we now stand. There is a Peruvian pipe band playing next to a 

clown dancing with castanhetas to Elvis Presley music; a homeless person is 

praising Jesus in front of a church; and someone is advocating the rights of black 

people in Brazil. Nowadays, the city hall, which is adjacent to the square, faces 

almost daily protests. Amongst the numerous re-vindications, the street hot dog 

sellers were recently demonstrating for their mobile vendor rights in a caravan that 

distributed Hot Dog Gratis. The public sphere is turned into a dramatic stage on a 

daily basis. 

Resonating with The wind of change are the protests of teachers on the 

streets of Rio de Janeiro; the protests against the transport fare hike in São Paulo; 

the protests against Brazilian oil fields being sold;  against rural, urban and suburban 

violence; against the football world championships and Olympics spending and the 

displacement of indigenous communities for construction projects; against corruption 

and the enormous bureaucracy that has entangled so much of public life; the 

bankruptcy of formerly richest Brazilian man Eike Batista’s mining and real estate 

projects. The wind of change and the desire for a new national project is palpable.  

 

- // - 

 

In the 1920’s, new immigrants came to Brazil from Western and Eastern 

Europe supported by the new wealth from coffee dealing and industrialization. In 

Sao Paulo, cars and cigars brought new modern habits into a society based on agro-

business. The Semana de Arte from 1922, organized by Emiliano di Cavalcanti and 
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Mario de Andrade brought exhibitions, concerts and poetry to the Municipal Theatre 

and established the city as the seat of the new modernist movement in the arts. In 

1926, Gregori Warchawchik, an immigrant architect from Odessa, built the first 

modernist house in São Paulo. In 1928, Oswald de Andrade’s Anthropophagic 

Manifesto propagated to “devour our colonizer in order to appropriate his virtues and 

powers and transform the taboo into a totem.” Although the very notion of national 

identity has been historically based on hybridization - white European - black African 

- indigenous American as the so-called three matrixes of Brazilian culture - the 

hegemonic sociocultural discourse has developed towards a Euro-Brazilian centered 

Brazil (as the artist Maria Alves calls it), where the largest black population in the 

world, second only to Nigeria, continue to be side-lined and the rights of indigenous 

people and other ‘minorities’ muted.  

Today, people from neighbouring Latin American countries such as Bolivia 

and Peru as well as Spaniards and other Europeans (suffering the effects of the 

global crisis), and sub-Saharan Africans are coming to the country, and especially to 

São Paulo, seeking their share in the new wealth of Brazil. Thus once again turning 

the public face of the city into a more multicultural one.  

 

-III- 

 

Against this backdrop and concurrently with an apparently booming economy, 

a number of Brazil themed contemporary art exhibitions are popping up in different 

parts of the world. The recent history of Brazil-themed international exhibitions 

include Brazil: Body and Soul at the Guggenheim in New York, which took place in 

2001/2002 and featured “Baroque masterpieces from the 17th and 18th centuries 

together with exceptional works of modern and contemporary art” and included a 

“juxtaposition of important works by indigenous, Afro-Brazilian, and European artists 

working in Brazil.” Two years later followed Entre Pindorama at Künstlerhaus 

Stuttgart. While Entre “invites us to come in – to meet and discuss Brazilian 

contemporary art”, Pindorama defines the “land of palm trees –home to the native 

population of Brazil.” By taking up ideas of a trend within Brazilian modern art – 

namely Antropophagia, a vision of cultural revival, the exhibition was “pleading for a 

positive and empathetic form of contact with the Other”. Two years later came 

Tropicalia, which toured the Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago, The Bronx 
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Museum of the Arts, New York and The Barbican in London (2006) and departed 

from a cultural, multidisciplinary movement that emerged during the military 

dictatorship era. According to the PR: “The Tropicália movement was a passionate 

and intelligently articulated response to military dictatorship and the ultimate counter-

cultural statement - a true revolution that re-defined Brazilian arts and re-shaped 

Brazilian identity. It was to be a brief explosion of cultural transformation and 

upheaval, spanning a period of no more than five years, from 1967 to 1972.” 

 

And these days we are to visit various other Brazil themed (group) exhibitions 

• during the Brazilian presentation at the Frankfurt book fair; as well as 

• Conversation Pieces, Neuer Berliner Kunstverein, Berlin;  

• Imagine Brazil, Astrup Fearnley Museum of Modern Art, Oslo; 

• Cruzamentos: Contemporary Art in Brazil, Wexner Center for the Arts, 

Columbus, Ohio; 

• And, of course, Amor e ódio á Lygia Clark / Love and Hate to Lygia Clark, 

Zachęta, Warsaw.  

 

It is striking that all these exhibitions are taking place during this second 

semester 2013 and first semester 2014. There seems to be a sudden explosion of 

international interest in the production of contemporary art in Brazil, and especially of 

its young artists. This phenomenon tells us quite a lot about the current discourse 

that is being promoted in the country - an emphasis on the booming Brazilian art 

production that goes hand in hand with speculation of a new market of collectors, 

galleries, museum, artists, auctions, and fairs. The mechanisms that operate in the 

Brazil-themed art production (both in the country and abroad) seem to create and 

promote the idea of a national art. Whilst the global capital that flows through the 

country follows the neoliberal logic of speculation: explore ever-new sources of 

wealth while they last, then move somewhere else (India, Mexico, Brazil, China, 

Russia).  And to a certain extent we feel that these exhibitions function as a mirror to 

the conservative situation of the art world in the main capitals of Brazil. All the 

exhibitions feature few women, very few black and very few indigenous artists, very 

few or no Brazilian artists living outside Brazil or working in different contexts than 

the country’s main art capitals. 
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In this trajectory of speculation, the aesthetics of Brazilian modernism emerges 

as an international currency that connects the country to a global discourse and 

history of art.  

 The current interest in reviewing and representing ‘Modern Brazil’ 

internationally has been attracting young Brazilian artists and also scores of 

international artists and curators: while some deal in their work with this legacy, 

others feel that they should because the path is already paved. In this sense, the 

grand modern project of engineering a new future for the country might be quite 

swiftly turned into a neo-colonial double apprehension of the country – both by the 

national elite and international capital. Hence, paradoxically, the utopian horizons of 

an alternative civilization (ie. a hybrid and complex Modern Brazil) retract 

enormously with this new surge of a ‘Modern Brazil’ for export. 

 

-IV- 

 

At Zachęta, audiences will have a chance to engage with a careful selection 

of works of art, especially commissioned projects and live performances that try to 

critically reflect on this paradox of the contemporary ‘Modern Brazil’ and also present 

new alternative narratives – from re-workings of the colonial legacy to contemporary 

funk music. 

Poland and Brazil are culturally connected through a history of Polish 

immigration into Brazil (in the nineteenth century), an intensive exchange of 

conceptual art and mail art networks during socialism and military dictatorship (in the 

twentieth century) and the analogies that exist within the constructivist tradition 

between artists from both countries. And we hope that this exhibition can contribute 

towards a renewed dialogue between the two countries and that audiences at 

Zachęta will be able to draw new parallels, consider the shortcomings but also new 

possibilities inherent to the modern and contemporary project both in the Brazilian 

and Polish sociocultural life.  

 
Leandro Nerefuh and Tobi Maier 

São Paulo, November 2013 

This text had been conceived in conjunction with the exhibition Amor e ódio á Lygia Clark / Love and 

Hate to Lygia Clark, at Zachęta Gallery, Warsaw, however remained unpublished to date. 


